Abstract. A very short proof of the result which states that a nil ring of bounded index has a nonzero nilpotent ideal is given and it is shown that the same method of proof yields a more general result.
Let n > 1 be such that x" = 0 for all x G A and take a G A, a =£ 0, a2 = 0. It follows that (qy)"~la = (ay + a)n = 0 for all y G R. Let k > 1 be minimal for which there exists 0 ¥= b e R such that (byfb -0 for all y e R. If k > 1, take y0 G R satisfying (by0f~1b ¥= 0 and let 6, = (by0)k~lb. Since £>, is a right multiple of b and by0bl = 0 we get
for all z G R. This contradicts the minimality of k, so k = 1 and bRb = 0.
We now show that the same arguments as before can be used to give a proof of a generalization of Levitzki's result which is given in [2] . It states that if a ring R has a nonzero right ideal A for which there exist c G R and a fixed n > 1 such that Ac ¥= 0 and x"c = 0 for all x G /?, then i? has a nonzero nilpotent ideal.
We take a G A, ac J= 0, a2c = 0 and we get (acy)n~xac = (acy + dfc = 0 for all y e R. Then we let k > 1 be minimal for which there exists b G /?, be ¥= 0, (bcy)kbc = 0 for all v G /?. The assumption /c > 1 yields a contradiction as above, for if we take y0 G R satisfying (bcy0)k~lbc ¥= 0 and f>, = (bcy¿)k~lb, we get bxc ¥= 0 and 0 = (bxcz + (bcy0)k~l)kbc = (bxczf~\bcy0)k-xbc -(Vz)*"'V for all z G Ä.
